3DNALandscapes, located at: http://3DNAscapes .rutgers.edu, is a new database for exploring the conformational features of DNA. In contrast to most structural databases, which archive the Cartesian coordinates and/or derived parameters and images for individual structures, 3DNALandscapes enables searches of conformational information across multiple structures. The database contains a wide variety of structural parameters and molecular images, computed with the 3DNA software package and known to be useful for characterizing and understanding the sequence-dependent spatial arrangements of the DNA sugar-phosphate backbone, sugar-base side groups, base pairs, base-pair steps, groove structure, etc. The data comprise all DNA-containing structures-both free and bound to proteins, drugs and other ligands-currently available in the Protein Data Bank. The web interface allows the user to link, report, plot and analyze this information from numerous perspectives and thereby gain insight into DNA conformation, deformability and interactions in different sequence and structural contexts. The data accumulated from known, wellresolved DNA structures can serve as useful benchmarks for the analysis and simulation of new structures. The collective data can also help to understand how DNA deforms in response to proteins and other molecules and undergoes conformational rearrangements.
INTRODUCTION
In addition to the genetic message, DNA base sequence carries a multitude of structural and energetic signals related to its biological packaging and processing.
These codes govern how the double-helical molecule deforms in response to proteins and other ligands and when and where the genetic information is expressed. DNA is not just a passive substrate of cellular proteins but an active player with physical properties capable of influencing the three-dimensional organization of genetic sequences and the activity of regulatory proteins and processing enzymes. Understanding the pathways and capabilities of DNA deformation is thus crucial for deciphering the codes behind the regulation, organization and dynamics of various genomes. Acquiring this knowledge requires a systematic view of the structural landscapes accessible to DNA as it deforms in solution and adjusts to interactions with other molecules. This information, in turn, offers reliable benchmarks for predictions of nucleicacid interactions and structures.
3DNALandscapes is a new database for exploring the conformational features of DNA. The database has been designed to study DNA backbone, side-group, base-pair, base-pair-step and complementary-strand geometry statistically, using information derived from multiple structures with the 3DNA software package (1) (2) (3) in combination with other currently available data resources, such as structural classifications and descriptions found in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (4) and Nucleic Acid Database (NDB) (5) . We have also constructed a web interface to link, report, plot and analyze the structural parameters in the database. The main component of the web interface is a search function that enables the user to collect structural data and generate statistical reports on the fly.
The PDB and NDB contain a number of derived nucleic-acid conformational parameters, including the base-pair and base-pair-step parameters obtained with 3DNA. Although these databases include some of the information stored in 3DNALandscapes, not all of the information is contained in either of them. In addition, the PDB and NDB are designed to be structure-centric, meaning that data from a single structure are easy to obtain. Gathering data for a specific parameter or parameter set across multiple nucleic-acid structures is difficult or impossible with these interfaces. The collective information in 3DNALandscapes provides insights into the intrinsic sequence-dependent structure and deformability of DNA (6,7) as well as useful benchmarks for the analysis and simulation of other DNA structures (8) (9) (10) .
DATABASE CONTENT
The database is managed by a MySQL platform (11) . Data are stored in a rational schema that organizes tables of information in a hierarchical fashion. The highest level of the schema contains basic structural information, such as molecular classifications, sequences and resolution. The next level divides the data into five categories: backbone, sugar-base side-group, base-pairing, base-pair-step and complementary-strand information. The lowest level of the schema contains the derived parameters associated with the backbones, side groups, base pairs, base-pair steps and complementary-strand interactions.
Structures
The first release of the database contains derived information for all DNA-containing structures-both free and bound to proteins, drugs and other ligands-deposited in the Protein Data Bank as of October 2009. The composite data come from 6615 structural models, taken from the complete sets of atomic coordinates reported in 2084 X-ray crystallographic and 586 nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) investigations. Among those structures, 1429 occur in complexes with proteins, 973 associate with drugs and other small molecules and 2004 contain only bound water or metal ions. The X-ray-based entries reflect the coordinates of the biological units rather than the asymmetric structural units. Individual models within the ensembles of NMR-derived structures contain unique internal identifiers assigned as the database is loaded.
The structures are classified in terms of the DNA conformational assignments made by the 3DNA software, e.g. fraction or number of base-pair steps in A and B double-helical forms. Individual entries also include the resolution (in the case of X-ray models), literature citations and other features stored in the original structural files. The DNA sequences and associated chain names and residue numbers are extracted in the 3DNA analysis for subsequent use in locating specific nucleotides, base pairs and base-pair steps in a given model. The datacollection procedure records the chemical composition and nucleotide surroundings of the base pairs and basepair steps so that effects of base modification and sequence context can be studied. That is, the base-pair and dimeric entries contain the identities of the base pairs that precede and follow the designated unit, thereby marking the relevant set of conformational data in the context of the trimer that contains the base pair and the tetramer than contains the dimer step. The annotation thus takes account of the base pairs and base-pair steps at the ends of helices.
Backbones
Features of the DNA chemical framework stored in the database include the standard set of internal torsional parameters associated with the nucleotide units along individual strands (12) and related intrastrand distances. These quantities include the five acyclic torsion angles-
along the sugar-phosphate backbone and the distances d P-P between phosphorus atoms on successive nucleotides. The distances are expressed in angstrom units and the angles are assigned values over the range (À180 , +180 ).
Sugar-base side groups
Description of the spatial arrangements of the sugar and base units follows conventional guidelines (12) . The stored conformational data include: (i) the glycosyl torsion
, respectively, describing the orientation of a purine (R) or pyrimidine (Y) with respect to the sugar ring; (ii) the five internal sugar-ring torsion angles-0 (C4
; and (iii) the phase angle P and amplitude max of sugar pseudorotation derived from the latter quantities (13) .
Base pairs
The 3DNA analysis identifies 91 280 hydrogen-bonded base pairs-70 120 canonical (Watson-Crick) pairs and 21 160 noncanonical pairs-in the above set of structures. The Watson-Crick pairs include all AÁT and GÁC associations with the requisite hydrogen-bond (H-bond) patterns. All other base pairs, including partially distorted Watson-Crick pairs with missing H bonds, are classified as noncanonical. Structures with three or more strands include the close base-base associations of all interacting strands. The accepted base pairs meet simple geometric criteria (14) and contain two or more H bonds, at least one of which involves a proton donor-acceptor interaction between nitrogens or oxygens on the two bases.
The spatial disposition of the bases in each pair is described by three types of data: (i) the identities and lengths of the H bonds; (ii) the six rigid-body parameters that relate local coordinate frames embedded on the interacting bases; and (iii) the virtual distances and angles between selected atoms on the bases and attached sugars. The set of H bonds includes the interactions between the flagged bases as well as those with the sugar-phosphate backbone and the bifurcated (threecenter) H-bonds between contacted residues. The basepair parameters-three angles called Buckle 
Base-pair steps
Structural characterization of the 66 549 base-pair steps formed by sequential base pairs includes: (i) the six rigid-body parameters specifying the orientation and displacement of the constituent base pairs; (ii) the six local helical parameters relating the positions of the base pairs; (iii) the area of overlap of the stacked base pairs; (iv) the displacement of the phosphorus atoms on interacting strands along the local dimeric and helical coordinate frames; (v) the distances between the C1 0 atoms in the dimeric unit; and (vi) the conformational families to which the steps belongs. The coordinate frames on the bases, base pairs and base-pair steps follow established conventions (18) . The six base-pair-step parametersthree rotations (Tilt, Roll, Twist) and three translations (Shift, Slide, Rise) (15)-are analogs of the six base-pair parameters (16, 17) . The six local helical parametersInclination, Tip, Helical Twist, x-displacement, y-displacement and Helical Rise (15)-are defined, following Babcock et al. (19) , in terms of the single rotational operation that brings the coordinate frames on the base pairs into alignment. The base-pair overlap is the area shared by the four polygons formed by projecting the ring atoms of the bases on the mean base-pair plane (1). The stored data include the contributions to the overlap from the bases on the same and opposing strands and the corresponding values obtained for larger polygons constructed from the ring and exocyclic base atoms. The projections of the P atoms (x P , y P , z P ) along the coordinate axes of the dimeric step distinguish A-from B-type DNA (7) as well as potential intermediate AB steps along the A!B conformational pathway (10) . The corresponding projections along the axes of the local helical frame [x P (h), y P (h), z P (h)] distinguish the TA-like steps (1), i.e. the conformational form of DNA (20) found in complexes with the TATA-box protein and other proteins. The z P and z P (h) values are used to determine the conformational family of the dimer steps. The intrastrand C1 0 ÁÁÁC1 0 distances also distinguish different conformational types.
Complementary-strand interactions
Finally, the conformational data include the widths of the major and minor grooves, i.e. the long-range distances between phosphorus atoms on interacting strands that expose the respective non-H-bonded edges of WatsonCrick base pairs. The recorded values are based on the direct and refined formulations of El Hassan and Calladine (21) and are assigned to the relevant base-pair step. The direct values correspond to the distances between P i , the phosphorus atom on the leading strand of base-pair step i, and specific phosphorus atoms on the other strand, P iÀ3 across the minor groove and P i+4 across the major groove, typically the shortest cross-strand PÁÁÁP distances in B-DNA helices. The refined values allow for the variation in helical structure that alters the identities of the atoms in closest cross-strand contact. Thus, the two measures of groove width may differ markedly if the helix undergoes large distortions.
WEB INTERFACE
The web interface, located at: http://3DNAscapes.rutgers .edu and constructed in the CodeIgniter PHP web application framework (22) , parallels the organization of the database. The software contains three major components: a structure filter; a series of parameter-and contextselection panels; and a data report. The tabulated data also include links to a local summary and visualization page for each of the structural fragments from which the listed quantities are extracted. The user must first specify a set of structures in the structure filter, then select the type of structural information to be considered and finally view the summaries of the analysis in the statistical reporter.
Structure filter
The structure-filter page offers two options for the user to define a set of structures. First, one can make selections based on a combination of the following features: the experimental method used to determine the structure; the molecular contents; the resolution cutoff; and the conformational characteristics of the constituent basepair steps. By specifying the experimental method, the user can examine structures obtained by X-ray, NMR or both approaches. The choice of molecular contents refers to the other molecules present in the experimental structure: proteins; drugs or other small molecules; bound water; metal ions. The conformational option allows the user to select structures with given fractions or numbers of base-pair steps that have local conformational features characteristic of A-, B-, AB-, TA-or Z-type helices. That is, the structure-filtering algorithm uses the values of various parameters, determined with the 3DNA software, to characterize individual base-pair steps in a given structure rather than group the structure as a whole in terms of its global appearance. Thus, A-type base-pair steps might occur in what appears at the global level to be a B-DNA duplex and vice versa. This information is useful in understanding how ligands induce local conformational changes in DNA or how large-scale reorganization of structure preserves fundamental local structural propensities. The resolution cutoff affects only the collection of X-ray structures. The NMR structures in the database have an arbitrarily assigned resolution of zero, which will lie always within the cutoff limit.
The second option lets the user enter a list of PDB or NDB structural identifiers (IDs), which the server checks for accuracy. This option allows the user to perform searches elsewhere, such as the integrated search at the NDB or the advanced search at the PDB, and then import the findings into the 3DNALandscapes interface for conformational analysis. After clicking 'next', a list of structures with brief descriptions is displayed in a table with sorting and paging capabilities. The user can edit the structures generated in the automated search by denoting the PDB identifiers of the files to be removed or added.
Finally, the user has the option in either selection process of choosing a representative structure (the first structure) or the complete ensemble of structures associated with the NMR-based files. It worth noting that the selection of ensembles can lead to time delays in the analysis and visualization of large quantities of data and also may bias the statistical results. The choice can be useful, however, if the user is interested in the conformational trends associated with the DNA included in a single NMR structure file.
Parameter-and context-selection panels
The parameter-and context-selection panels allow the user to choose the conformational parameters of interest and the nucleotide units that meet certain conditions within the set of selected structures. The parameter list includes the aforementioned quantities associated with the DNA backbones, sugar-base side groups, base pairs, base-pair steps and complementary strands. The set of conditions includes the chemical context, sequence context and conformational category.
Thus, the user can specify whether not to include nucleotides containing modified bases or those found in non-canonical base pairs. One can also select the identities of the bases that flank particular chemical moieties, such as the base pairs that precede and follow a base pair or base-pair step. Only parameters associated with the specified chemical unit in the given sequential context are retained. This option allows the user to study the effects of neighboring base pairs on the local conformation of DNA. The user can also narrow the search by specifying the conformational character of base-pair steps. This action restricts the selection of parameters to the backbones and base pairs that constitute the base-pair steps of a particular conformational type, e.g. only A-DNA steps (as opposed to the structures with a given proportion or number of A-like steps, which can be chosen with the Structure Filter).
Data report
The data report contains a table of the selected conformational data, a gallery of plotted images and a brief statistical report. The grid-view table at the top of the report lists all entries for the chosen parameters and contains hyperlinks, which direct the user to the local summary and visualization pages described below. The information in the table can be sorted by column entries and exported as a data file. The graphical gallery includes histograms and, in some cases, scatter plots of the distribution of the collected data. The histograms (Figure 1 ) illustrate the information included in individual columns, while the scatter plots (Figure 2 ) reveal the pairwise correlations of selected parameters, such as the coupling of bending and twisting in DNA base-pair steps (via Roll and Twist) (9) . The scatter plots also include ellipses, derived from the covariance, that encircle most of the plotted data (6) . Related parameters are plotted on a common scale for ease of comparison, and all images can be downloaded. The statistical report includes the number of examples, average values, minima and maxima for the data associated with the chosen sequences, such as the rigid-body parameters of specific base pairs or base-pair steps (Figure 1 ). The report also includes the option to determine the statistics for the chosen parameters in different trimeric or tetrameric sequence contexts. The analyses of rigid-body parameters of both base pairs and base-pair steps include the covariance matrices and derived sequence-dependent elastic constants. These knowledge-based parameters can be used to study many DNA bending and packaging problems, such as DNA cyclization (8) and nucleosomepositioning (9, 10) propensities.
Local summary and visualization
The local summary and visualization pages (Figure 3) give a detailed listing of the sequence context, H-bonding interactions, conformational parameters and atomic-level representations of each of the base pairs or base-pair steps incorporated in the data report. Each page contains three sections. The first section gives the complete sequence, the location(s) of the selected base pair(s), the number of H bonds between paired bases and the base-pair types (Watson-Crick or noncanonical) in the structural example. The second section lists the values of all conformational parameters associated with the given base pair or base-pair step, including the torsional angles about the glycosidic linkage and the attached sugar-phosphate backbones. The last section contains a two-dimensional stacking diagram of the base pair or base-pair step generated with 3DNA and a link to three-dimensional visualization and manipulation of the same unit with the JAVA-based Jmol software (23).
CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
3DNALandscapes allows a user to gather information and gain insight about DNA sequence-dependent conformation and deformability from known-high-resolution structures. In contrast to other structural databases (4, 5) , which archive the Cartesian coordinates and/or derived parameters for individual structures, 3DNALandscapes enables searches and summarizes conformational data from multiple structures that meet selected criteria. To the best of our knowledge, there are no other databases with these unique capabilities.
The information collected in 3DNALandscapes also provides useful benchmarks for the analysis and simulation of other DNA structures. The data that characterize existing structures can be compared with new experimentally derived or computer-simulated DNA structures. The database can be used in combination with the 3DNA software tools (1, 2) or the w3DNA web interface for such analyses (3). The knowledge-based potentials provided through 3DNALandscapes can be used in various computer applications, such as the simulation of fluctuating DNA polymers (8, 24) or the analysis of nucleosome positioning on DNA (9,10). The access to large volumes of derived conformational information may stimulate new types of analyses and lead to new understanding of DNA structure and deformability. We plan to connect 3DNALandscapes to the w3DNA server. We are currently investigating ways to identify nonredundant DNA-containing structures automatically and will include this information in future releases of 3DNALandscapes. We will update the database at regular intervals as new structures are added to the Protein Data Bank and Nucleic Acid Database. 
